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Digital Currency Guy Coaching Jumpstart

You will need to sign up for an account to buy Bitcoin, first steps first. The easiest
and quickest way to get started is through Coinbase. Coinbase is the most known
source to get Bitcoin, however Robin Hood is an alternative account to register for,
that allows you to buy stocks, options and crypto currencies. Robin Hood, I would
recommend you using over Coinbase just do to the fact that your Bitcoin will be
cheaper on Robinhood.

Once you have bitcoin, you will need to pick a few exchanges to register, one
exchange I highly recommend is KuCoin. HitBtc is also an secondary exchange I
utilize. For volume I recommend you register for an account on Binance. These
three exchanges will give you the majority coins that are established.

After signed up for exchanges, you would be wise to master the Alligator Strategy
and you can set that up on the best trading chart platform out there Trading View.

A really great site that newbies and veterans use alike out of any other resource is
CoinMarketCap Coin Market Cap can be used to check volume, total market value
and percentage gains.

News is very important when it comes to trading and getting coin and token news
fastest is done using Crypto Panic Using a news aggregator will allow you to see
all the news in one location. Your second step would be to check an event
calendar, the one I use most is Coin Market Calendar.
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Downloading wallets on a desktop should be your next steps, you will need a place
to store your Digital Currency outside of the web based exchange sites. You
should move your digital assets offline eventually into your personal wallets. I
recommend downloading the Exodus and Jaxx wallets.

The one alert service that is invaluable to me is Crypto Ping. I am signed up as a
pro member and use Crypto Ping to see volume and price changes coming into
coins in one place.

If you have digital wallets, you should have an account at Changelly, which makes
exchanging currencies easily and securely. It’s a reliable platform super user
friendly with a wizard for ease. Changelly is not the only program out there, there
is also coin switch which is equally awesome. Your not always able to access
exchanges and having tools like CoinSwitch is a great way to exchange from one
coin to the next.

Find a place to store your passwords and your wallets, cloud backup is necessary, I
personally use dropbox.com is great being able to access required security keys fo
wallets, files and keys from anywhere. Cloud based files storages files can be
hacked so is best to keep all your wallets offline or turn off your wifi when your
not on the computer.
Investing in Cold Storage unit like Ledger wallets to store your Bitcoin is best.
Always backup your crypto currency wallets and ensure your keeping your privacy
keys somewhere secure. I recommend Trezor and Ledger wallets for cold storage
wallets.
Establishing a Bitpay and Shiftcard is the most convenient way to spend your
bitcoin. Your able to send Bitcoin to your Bitpay card and spend on the visa card.
Same with shiftcard which you can obtain if you have a Coinbase account.
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I have been able to make additional money selling BitCoin on LocalBitCoins.
What I mean by additional money, on top of the digital currency increasing in
value, there are certain exchanges you can buy a little lower and sell higher. If you
would like to get more money for your bitcoin, check out Local Bit Coin trader
account.

One place to sell your bitcoin is through a service called Xcoins. Through Xcoins
your able to lend your bitcoin and deposits are sent directly to your bitcoin
accounts.

If at any time you are feeling uneasy or need some assistance please feel free to
email me at the support@Digitalcurrencyguy.com

Become an Digital Currency Guy Insider and get access to Online video courses,
special reports, daily market updates and daily trade alerts, and so much more.

Join Our Special Digital Currency Chat For Digital Currency Insiders - Digital
Currency Member Insider On Telegram.

Best regards,

Your Crypto Currency Coach,
Jamar James
www.DigitalCurrencyMembership.com
714-385-7443
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